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What Happened? 

 

Guidance and Actions – what you need to do 

 
 Check training records to ensure plant operators are trained, certified and familiar with 

the plant they are tasked to operate.  
 

 Encourage and support plant operators to speak up if feeling tired or fatigued.  
 

 Review your work activates to ensure all plant is located in/at a location where it can 
operate without the chance of it coming into contact with any other item of plant or 
infrastructure.  

 

 Where this is not possible, consider introducing additional controls such as utilising 
mechanical slew locks. 

 

 Make sure plant operators can remain in continual visual communication with the 
slinger / attendant, where this is not possible ensure to utilise back to back radios. 

 

 Ensure plant is only tracking / slewing when instructed to, and as per the instructions / 
signals given by the appointed slinger / attendant.   

 

 Consideration should be given when stabilising / parking plant or vehicles to maintain 
a safe means of access / egress for the plant operator / driver.  

 

 When stabilising / parking plant and vehicles, consideration should also be given, as to 
not impair the operations or movements of other plant working in the area.  

 

 Where practicable, ensure static plant and vehicles are physically fenced off.  
 

 Ensure operators take time to read and familiarise themselves with the safety notices 
displayed within the vehicle / plant which refers to parking, exiting and operating. 

 

 Monitor to ensure plant operators always stop, engage the dead man’s handle or switch 

the machine off when pedestrians encroach in or close to plant work area / slew radius.  

 
Check then double check you have adequate space before slewing or tracking any 

item of plant. 
Always get the attention, permission, and thumbs up from plant operators before 

encroaching on their slew radius. 
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Over the past few months we’ve identified a concerning trend of damaged plant and 

infrastructure resultant from plant movements, both whilst traversing (tracking) and whilst 

slewing.  
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I hereby acknowledge that I have attended, received and understood the above-mentioned lesson 

specific guidance talk. 
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